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YOUR PAKit

Your PAKit is designed to enable you to facilitate experiential activities as your lead
NAMB’s Next Level Leadership workshops.  It has been arranged with air travel in
mind and should fit in most overhead airline compartments so you will not have to
check your PAKit when facilitating workshops that require air travel.  If you pre-plan
your activities for the workshop, some PAKit items not planned for use can be removed
in order to pack other essentials for your trip.

AN INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION

Experiential education is a wide concept that includes any form of recreation
(recreation imitating life) that is experiential in nature. The goal is to create a learning
experience (activity) that serves to challenge individuals and teams in order to expand
the recreational and learning perspective.  The term initiative games is often used to
describe these activities due to the fact that they challenge the initiative of participants
and teams.  These activities are designed to accentuate and reinforce the teaching
materials in your Next Level Leadership Nedtwork workshops.

When facilitated properly, these experiential activities can be catalysts for growth
and change.  Some of those growth goals include:

® IMPROVED SELF-CONFIDENCE that results in aiding in the
development of an improved self-concept.

® TEAM-BUILDING - Experiential activities focus upon good group
dynamics to promote a more productive team.

® DEVELOPING A PROPER RESPONSE TO CHALLENGE - These
activities help individuals respond to challenges faced in their personal
lives and as a team.
PERSONAL AND GROUP INITIATIVE TEST - The assigned tasks
test the will and initiative of the team and reveals strengths and
weaknesses within teams and team membes.

® DEVELOPMENT OF PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS - The initiatives
provide a problem-solving laboratory in a controlled environment

 to allow concentration on skills that can be transferred into personal lifeno
 ministry.

These experiential activities are designed to be a contrast to most games being
played in our society today.  Experiential activities are non-competitive in nature.  They
do not pit individuals or teams against each other - they are designed to unite the team
in its efforts against a common problem.  Due to this approach, these activities
seem to be "swimming" against the flow of society's tendencies.  For the most part, our
society has been "programmed" into a competetive mind-set.  Going against this "tide"
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may provide the facilitator (and the group) with some special challenges.  

THE ACTIVITY FACILITATOR

What does the facilitator do?

This material is designed to provide the necessary guidance so experiential
activities can be properly facilitated.  Though there may be a number of definitions of a
facilitator, the term could well be reduced to the idea of providing what is necessary
for something to happen.  The facilitator plays a key role in the success or failure of
these activities.  The arrival (or failure to do so) at the desired goal is often dependent
upon the proper facilitation by activity leaders.  Those who lead experiential activities
should view themselves primarily as instructors/equippers who are working to lead
the group to heightened awareness and application.

The facilitator's (equipper) role can be easily divided into four main roles.  
Facilitators should see themselves as:

® INFORMER - Informing the group of their task through the use of good 
communication skills

® OBSERVER - A major role of the facilitator is to quietly observe the group
in action and take note of things that would indicate their condition (more
information on the practical steps to facilitation will be given later)

® MOTIVATOR - The facilitator may sense a need to step forward and
 motivate the group from time to time

® CHALLENGER - All experiential activities are built upon challenge and the
idea of creating a "GO FOR IT!" attitude in the team.  The facilitator may
be called upon to issue a challenge to the group at a critical point in time.

The facilitator's application of activities

Based upon our personality, leadership style, and personal views, we tend to be
either tough or tender when it comes to dealing with others.  This is also true of activity
facilitators.  Some tend to lean heavily toward being tough with the group - giving little
understanding or "slack" for failure.  There is some value to this approach in certain
circumstances.  If the initiative is too easy, the group is robbed of the sense of
achievement it receives when it accomplishes a tough task.  At the same time, being
too tough (and showing no tenderness at all) tends to isolate the members of the group
from the facilitator and eliminates the facilitator's ability to be effective in working with
the group.  Those who are of a tender nature tend to let the group "off the hook" or
allow them to soften the application for quick and "painless" success.  When this
happens, the initiative is powerless to have a lasting effect upon the participants.  To
lend assistance or soften the application may result in eliminating initiative within the
group.
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It is recommended that facilitators work toward a tough/tender balance.  This
balance allows the initiative an opportunity to produce the proper effect while allowing
the facilitator the opportunity to demonstrate the love and mercy of Jesus Christ.  

Facilitation Factors

The facilitation of experiential activities can be cold and lifeless.  This is often the
result of a failure to properly understand the group and its needs.  Although the
activities can produce positive results when coldly facilitated by an "out of tune"
facilitator, the benefit from the experience is enhanced when an alert and excited
facilitator is "in tune" with the needs, characteristics, and goals of the team.  It is
important that the facilitator glean as much information about the group as possible
prior to facilitation.  Some general factors will be known prior to the experience and an
alert facilitator will make every effort possible to learn about the group prior to
facilitation.  When working with a group, the facilitator should communicate with those
who can supply vital information about the participants to determine the following:

1. What is the group leader's goal for involving his/her group in the
workshop?

2. What kind of special needs persons (abused, hurting, etc.) are in the
group?

3. What is the general mental, physical, and emotional state of the group?

The wise facilitator will also recognize that every group has its own unique
"personality" and certain application techniques will enhance or damage the group's
experience.  

Experiential activities should be facilitated differently based upon certain
characteristics of the group.  For instance, an activity would not be facilitated for a
adolescent group in the same manner as a group of adults.  Careful consideration
should be given to the nature of the group that will be experiencing the programming. 
Some of the factors to consider in formulating a facilitation plan are:

1. What is the age of the group being facilitated?  Each age group has its
own characteristics and the facilitation should reflect those differences.

2. What type of group (business men/women, all male/female, physically
challenged, mentally challenged, etc.).  Considerable discretion is
warranted in facilitation of any group.

3. What are the goals of the group?  It is very difficult to arrive at an
acceptable goal if you do not know what that goal is.

4. What kind of distinctive problems will the facilitator encounter?  (Division
within the group?  Physical problems?).  All of these factors must be
considered prior to initiating facilitation.
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It is also important for the facilitator to get a “feel” for how each activity should be
facilitated.  In some situations, time limitations will dictate a scaled-down application of
the activity in order to simply serve as a quick reference point or reinforcement of
workshop principles.  A good facilitator must become comfortable with “flying by the
seat of their pants” - being able to quickly adjust activities to best fit the overall
facilitation process.

THREE STEPS IN FACILITATION

There are three major steps in experiential activity facilitation.  These three are
related to each other and are definite steps toward the objectives of the activities. 
These three steps are only introduced here.  They will be explained in greater detail
later in this notebook.

1. INTRODUCTION/EXPLANATION - Introducing the activity explaining
the team's objectives, limitations, and time frame.

2. MONITORING - Constant observation of the group, taking notes, and
responding to the group’s needs.

3. APPLICATION (DEBRIEFING) - The final phase enables the group to
analyze the activity, evaluate their response to the initiative, and glean
illustrations (applications) to be applied to their everyday “adventures.”

INITIATIVE ACTIVITY FACILITATION:  THE PROCESS

In this section, we will begin the more detailed application of the experiential
process.  This section includes:

1. Preparing to facilitate adventure recreation initiatives
2. An overview of activity facilitation procedures (steps)

Preparing to facilitate adventure activities

Before the experiential activity session, make sure you are comfortable with all of
the details of the game's facilitation.  Also, it is recommended that all equipment be
checked and placed in proper order prior to the activity.  This increases efficiency and
saves time that could be lost to delayed set-up.  It is also suggested that each facilitator
use a clip board or note system for taking notes during facilitation.  Unrecorded events
and sayings can escape the facilitator during debriefing times.  A quick note will assure
the facilitator that adequate information has been gleaned for recall during the final
debriefing/application time.
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An overview of activity facilitation procedures (steps)

Earlier in this notebook, the three steps for facilitation were mentioned.  We will
now return to these three steps and give a more detailed description.

STEP 1 - INTRODUCTION/EXPLANATION

In this initial step, great care should be given to communicate clearly the nature
of the problem (activity) and the objectives contained therein.  If this is the group's first
exposure to experiential activities, it would be wise for the facilitator to spend some time
giving a brief explanation of the non-competetive nature of adventure initiatives  and a
brief overview of what takes places in the experiential arena.  Following that
introduction, the facilitator may then move on to give the instructions for the particular
activity at hand.   The explanation should include:

1. The creation of a setting (scenario) for the team.  Example: the team is
attempting to cross a poison asparagus field with selected pieces of
equipment to aid them.  Adventure initiatives (problems) can be viewed as
recreation imitating life and so an imaginary "mission" helps bring life
reality to the game.

2. The rules of the game should be explained clearly and concisely.  This
would include:
a. Expectations - what the team must do to successfully complete the

activity
b. Boundaries for the game
c. Materials that may or may not be used
d. What constitutes a failure and what happens when a failure occurs
e. Time and space limitations

NOTE:  In giving these instructions, it should be noted by the
 facilitator from the beginning that part of the problem-solving

process in the initiative is the ability to listen properly and determine
what the problem is prior to beginning the solution process.

e. The facilitator may give a brief period of time for the group to ask
questions to insure that proper communication has taken place. 
Good questions about the game (possible ways to solve it) may
indicate the group is thinking through the possibilities properly.  A
facilitator should NOT indicate that a potential idea of problem-
solving is a good or bad one (or the "proper" one).  The group will
determine this through their success or failure.  It should be noted
here that in adventure initiatives, the facilitator should be more
interested in the PROCESS than the PRODUCT.  In other words,
greater interest lies in the grasping of problem-solving technique
and initiative rather than the fact the group is successful.  Some
groups may be physically incapable of solving a certain problem,
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yet, they demonstrate tremendous group dynamics and
processing.  Success is found in the processing, not the solving of
the problem.  Those who build proper techniques into their lives will
eventually experience success at many levels.

f. The facilitator then places the responsibility for the game's
completion in the hands of the participants (team) and proceeds
with the observation of the team.

STEP II - MONITORING

In Step II the facilitator (equipper) is primarily interested in OBSERVATION of
the group as they process the problem and begin to move toward success - or failure. 
At this point, it might be well to discuss the subject of "failure."  As we stated earlier in
this material, failure does not come from not being able to solve the problem - failure
comes from failure to discover the group (team) process.  Failure is the group's
inability to incorporate good group dynamics.

There are those who do not feel that "failure" is good for the participants.  Failure
can be a great teacher.  Failing in a controlled environment (such as the adventure
activity) and the opportunity to discuss it openly provides a great learning/growing
environment.  If the facilitator alters the obstacle (problem) in order to produce
"success," no real success has been achieved.  It is important that the facilitator
place the responsibility of success/failure squarely upon the shoulders of the
group.  The group's failure to accept full responsibility for their actions is true failure
indeed!

SOME REMINDERS TO FACILITATORS DURING OBSERVATION

1. During the process of the activity, the facilitator should make mental and
physical (on a note pad) notes of what they observe.  Recorded
observations are very valuable to the facilitator during the debriefing
session at the close of the activity.  These observations may include:
a. Record evidence of good (or poor) use of group techniques.
b. Write down comments from group members that indicate

something about how the group process is progressing (or not
progressing).

c. Keep a list of how the group responded to failure and how this
response led to the group's success or failure.

d. Observe personal characteristics (listing of what the facilitator
sees within certain individuals within the group).  This may be
leadership potential, timidity, an overbearing or manipulative
attitude, etc.

e. Make a list of positive responses within the group - this can be
used to encourage them and positively reinforce them at the
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closing debriefing session.  This may include the positive
affirmation of the entire group (and their processing) and/or certain
individuals within the group that distinguished themselves in certain
situations.

2. Observation procedures:
a. The facilitator should remain as quiet as possible during the group's

processing of the problem.  There will be the temptation to help the
 group solve the problem or make suggestions along the way.  It is

best to remain silent and allow the group the opportunity to dig
deep within themselves for answers.

b. It is important to respond positively to any questions the group may
 have on the rules of the activity.

c. Be alert to danger situations where there is potential for physical
harm. The facilitator is in a position of great responsibility during
the activity.  The standard of safety must be maintained by the
person in charge.  It is vitally important that the facilitator demand
that the group practice good spotting techniques during the activity.

d. The facilitator may have to intervene and help the group refocus
during periods where the group has been distracted, become
fatigued, or is beginning to break down in their processing.

e. The facilitator may make alterations in the game as would be
deemed wise.  Facilitators should be slow to make the game easier
(this is often one of the first requests of the group!).  If it would
appear that the group is going to "flash" (quickly solve the problem
with no stress), the facilitator may insert a catastrophe.  This
catastrophe may be “poison butterflies” that bite the group giving
them laryngitis, some key members being bitten by poisonous
"spiders" or "snakes" paralyzing arms or legs - or producing
blindness.  This intensifies the problem and gives the group
experience in handling difficulties in a controlled environment.

f. As has been stated earlier, when working with teens, the
facilitator should monitor closely interference from well-meaning
adults who would "rescue" the team by solving their problems.

STEP III - APPLICATION (DEBRIEFING)

This is a very important link in the activity chain.  This final stage is where the
game is practically applied and the group has the opportunity to verbalize their inner
feelings and  insights. 

The debriefing (application) process:

1. Have the group form a circle (standing).  Facilitators should stand in the
group's circle (in the outer rim as one of the group).  If there is more than
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one facilitator, it is recommended they place themselves around the circle
with some distance between them.  This type of facilitator placement gives
the facilitators close contact with differing segments of the group.

2. Get control of the group.  Call for the group to attention..  This may be
difficult if the group has just been successful in completing their activity.
You may need to allow some time for celebration prior to introducing the
debriefing session.

At the beginning of the first debriefing session, the chief facilitator should
explain the goals and processing for debriefing sessions.  After the first
one, the group should be ready to share without further explanation.  One
facilitator should be in control of each debriefing session.  Other
facilitators should have an opportunity to share their views near the end of
the session.

3. Explain the debriefing goal - what you want the group to share.
a. What they felt during the course of the game (exhiliration, stress,

frustration, anger, etc.)
b. How does the group see the game as a picture (illustration -

Activities are recreation imitating life) of life in general?  What
did the group face that they would face in a day's routine at
home, work, or church?

c. What lessons did the team learn from the initiative and how will
these lessons be applied to life?

d. How does the activity mirror conditions or situations the team faces
in their tasks?

4. Give specific instructions for the debriefing technique.  Debriefing
sessions that get "out of control" lose their effectiveness.  It is suggested
that the following guidelines be used:
a. Persons wishing to respond to a question or make an application

(comment) should raise their hands.  The chief facilitator will then
point to one person who shares their views with the whole group.  If
an open session (free verbal sharing out of control) is used, good
responses will be lost.  If four people talk at once, only one will be

 heard - and not well!  By using an orderly fashion, all comments are
 preserved and processed.

NOTE:  Facilitators should refrain from monopolizing the debriefing
session by sharing their views or "preaching" at the participants
without giving them an opportunity to share.  Facilitators are
encouraged to respond to each person who shares if they have
something pertinent to say.  A good follow-up question that springs
from a person's sharing is a good way to maintain the momentum
of the debriefing session and deepen the analysis of the activity.

b. Give adequate time for each person to share.  Some persons may
need some encouragement or assistance in sharing.
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c. No answer is a bad answer.  It may not be correct, but even an
incorrect response is an opportunity for the facilitator to guide the
group through a learning experience.

d. In dealing with children or adolescents (and some adults!), some
members of the group may have a tendency to talk or play while
others are sharing.  This is a devaluation of the person sharing and
the group as a whole.  This situation should be confronted by the
facilitator and the person(s) brought back into alignment with group
goals and intents.

e. Time scheduling may force the facilitator to do something to move
the debriefing session along or shorten the session to get to
another activity.  The facilitator will develop a feel for these special

 circumstances as experience is developed.
f. All facilitators should take note of special needs or problems (both

personal and group) discovered as a part of the debriefing process.
5. Wrap-up and review - The chief facilitator may give a quick overview
 (reinforcement) of the debriefing applications in closing the session.  This

 repetition serves to enhance retention.

Questions!  Questions!  Questions!

The secret to a good debriefing/application session is found in the facilitator’s ability to
ask the right questions.  These questions prompt the team to think deeply about the
previous exercise and how it applies to life, ministry processes and goals, and the
team’s specific task.

Some questions:

1. How does this exercise apply to your personal and team life?
2. What do you see in the activity that applies to ministry roles and goals?
3. How does this apply to your team’s specific task and objectives?
4. What are some principles you will glean from this activity?
5. How well did your team process the exercise?  How was your

communication as a team?  How adequate was your planning?  Did you
experience a high level of participation from your team?

6. Ask participants to name one thing they will take out of the activity.

NOTE: If the facilitator has problems getting adequate feedback, a variation of the Toss
and Name activity (In this material) might be effective.  The facilitator can stand in the
middle of the circled team and explain that he/she will toss the tennis ball to one
member of the team.  Upon receiving/catching the ball, the team member I to then give
one thing they saw in the activity or one thing they will take from their participation.
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Resources

Adventure Recreation: An Adventure in Group Building, by Sharon Baack, Hal Hill, 
and Joe Palmer, Convention Press, Nashville, Tennessee.

Feeding the Zircon Gorilla, by Sam Sikes, Learning Unlimited Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma

Islands of Healing: A Guide to Adventure Based Counseling, by Jim Schoel, Dick 
Prouty, and Paul Radcliffe, Project Adventure, Inc., Hamilton, Massachusetts.

Quicksilver: Adventure Games, Initiative Problems, Trust Activities and a Guide
to Effective Leadership, by Karl Rohnke & Steve Butler, Project Adventure,

Kendall/Hunt Publishing, Dubuque, Iowa

Silver Bullets: A Guide to Initiative Problems, Adventure Games and Trust
Activities, by Karl Rohnke, Project Adventure, Inc., Hamilton, Massachusetts.

Teamwork & Teamplay: A Guide to Cooperative, Challenge and Adventure
Activities..., by Jim Cain & Barry Joliff, Kendall/Hunt Publishing, Dubuque, Iowa

At the close of each activity listing, you will find a two-letter identification of the
source where you can find further information.  The abbreviations are SB (Silver
Bullets), AR (Adventure Recreation), TT (Teamwork and Teamplay), QS
(Quicksilver)and FZG (Feeding the Zircon Gorilla).  This is followed by a page number
where the information can be found.  If the two sources use differing names to identify
the activities, this will be indicated.  Activities with no research listing were developed by
Toccoa Wilderness Ministries or have come from other sources.
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The following is a description of the learning activities in your PAKit.  Each
activity is described in the following manner:

' Description - How the activity is set up and conducted by the facilitator -
what goes on.

' Equipment - What equipment facilitators will need to conduct the activity
' Application - Debriefing ideas and how the activity applies to life,

teambuilding, and problem-solving.
' Further Research - The source(s) of more information on this activity.

ICEBREAKERS

ZIP ZAP ZOOM 

Description:  Ask your group to “Get into a circle,” then put yourself at the center of the
circle.  The arced players should be about four to five steps away from you.  Point
decisively at one of the circled players and say “zip,” “zap,” or “zoom.”  If the facilitator
calls out “zip,” the person pointed to must say the name of the person on their left
before the facilitator can say “Zip, Zap, Zoom.” If the facilitator calls out “Zap,” the
persons must call out the name of the person on their right. 

Equipment: None

Application:  

1. Strong teams are built upon strong relationships.
2. Each team member has a responsibility to get to know other team members.
3. Success is dependent upon the team’s ability to react quickly when situations

present themselves.

Further Research:  QS - pp. 84.
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TRANSFORMER TAG OR HEADS/TAILS TAG

Description:  Demonstrate to the participants two body positions (suitable for running ,
of course).  The historical choices have been: One hand on top of the head, one hand
attached to the gluteus (right or left behind).  Each person will have to decide which
accepted body position is “right” at the start of the activity.  After giving the players a
moment to determine their game identity, indicate the start of the game by shouting
“Declare!” or by flipping a coin in the air.  The action involves one team - the heads, for
instance - trying to tag and transform all the tails.  If a head tags a tail, the tail then
becomes a head and vice versa.  Once transformed, the person continues to tag
anyone of the opposing team.  The game continues until one team successfully
dominates the world!  Usually 3-4 rounds is sufficient.

Equipment: None

Application:

1. Choices - Just as team members decide whether they will be “heads” or “tails,”
our character and our competence is determined by the decisions we make.

2. Aggressive action - In this activity, winning teams must become aggressive and
compelling.  So it is with successful teams in Christian ministry or secular
business.

3. Transformation - In Christian ministry, we are in the “transformation” business as
we touch lives with the claims of Christ and see him transform lives.

Further Research: QS - p. 91.
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TOSS-A-NAME GAME

Description:  This game is for groups whose members don’t know other’s names. 
Break up into groups of about 8-10 people, and stand in an informal circle.  A leader
introduces the game by saying his/her first name, then tosses a tennis ball (or
whatever) to the person on his/her right or left.  Continuing in one direction, each
person says his/her first name and continues tossing the ball in sequence until the
leader has the ball again.  The leader then calls out someone’s name in the circle and
lofts the ball to him/her, and that person calls another’s name, etc., etc.  After the ball
has been flying about for a few minutes, start up another ball, increasing the frequency
of names being called and the action.  Add a third ball toward the end just for fun.  If
there are other groups playing have them join in.

Equipment: Tennis ball

Application:  

1. Concentration - Team success often depends on the concentration and skills of
the team members.

2. Success may be achieved in a confusing environment (situation).

Further Research: SB - p. 17
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COPY CAT

Description:  Ask your group to form a circle.  During your explanation of the rules, ask
each person to choose someone in the circle to be their leader but not to tell anyone
who their leader is.  Explain that once the activity starts, if the person you choose as a
leader moves or changes position in any way, you must do exactly as he/she does. 
Basically you mirror your leader.  Ask that people try to watch their leaders without
staring directly at them so that leaders won’t know (if anyone) is following them.  After
explaining and asking for questions, check to be certain that everyone has a leader
chosen.  Before beginning, have people close their eyes and get in a comfortable pose. 
As soon as as everyone opens their eyes on your command, they should change their
pose to duplicate that of their leader.  After a brief time, see if team members can
identify who is following who.

Equipment: None

Application: 
1. We all have leaders we choose to follow.
2. Someone may be following our leadership.  The “pose” we strike is important

because we are influencing the character and actions of others.
3. It is sometimes difficult to know who we are influencing.
4. Some persons may be followed by a large number of persons in the group. 

These are the dominant leaders due to their influence.

Further Research: QS - p. 109
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FFEACH & MOOCH

Description:   FFEACH stands for (fast foods-electrical appliances-comic book heroes)
and MOOCH stands for (movies-occupations-humms).  To play divide your group into
smaller groups of five to seven and separate them by a few yards.  Situate yourself
somewhat apart and between the groups.  Announce to all the players that you will
secretly and separately reveal a topic (fast foods [quarter pounder, fries, etc.], electrical
appliances [blender, vacuum, etc.], comic book heroes [Superman, The Hulk, etc.]) to
one player from each group.  That player must swiftly return to his/her group and
charade non-verbally but with supportive sounds the topic to their waiting and attentive
team members.  As soon as the the topic is guessed , another member of the group
dashes up to verbally receive his/her topic from you.  The first team to guess the topic
of each team member wins.  If winning seems inappropriate, ask the first group to finish
to hurry over to whatever group is still charading, and offer their obvious world class
expertise.

Equipment: List of categories that includes (1) Fast foods (2) Electrical appliances (3)
Comic Heroes

Application:

1. Communication - Only 10% of our communication is verbal.  Here, body
language and creative posturing will lead to successful communication.

Further Research: QS - p. 112
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PASSING CROSSED OR UNCROSSED

Description:  Have the group form a circle.  A leader initiates the activity by passing
two pencils or a pair of scissors (open or closed) to the person sitting to their left or right
in the circle.  The leader says two things, “I am passing these pencils to you
uncrossed.”  The leader indicates to the group that each person is to individually
receive the pencils crossed or uncrossed, also verbally stating how they were received
and how they are being passed; i.e. crossed or uncrossed.  The key is the leg position
of the person doing the passing and the leg position of that person to whom they are
being passed.  As the leader you are to make corrections to those who are improperly
giving or receiving crossed or uncrossed.  This game should not be used as a means of
prolonging exclusion from the group for those who have not picked up on the solution.

Equipment: A couple of pencils or a pair of scissors

Application:  

1. Success comes to teams who have powers of observation.  Recognition of
trends, problems, and opportunities is necessary for team success.

2. Problem-solving begins with the ability to observe and understand.

Further Research: SB - p. 55
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THE LAST DETAIL

Description:  You can play this activity in partners, but it also works well with teams.  In
a team format, have two groups of three to seven players line up facing each other with
about three feet in between the lines.  Select one line as the observers, one as the
changers.  First, the observers get two minutes to carefully study the opposing team (or
just one player if that makes the game more manageable for younger students).  After
they have finished their observations, the observers turn their backs to the other line. 
The changers now have 60 seconds to alter up to ten things about their appearance.
Once all the changes have been made, the changers stand still again.  The observers
turn back to face their opponents and they try to discover as many of the changes as
possible within a time limit. The observers can work together or individually to examine
the other team.  Once the guessing is over and any unrevealed changes have been
discovered, the two groups switch roles and repeat the process.

Equipment: None

Application:  

1. As with the previous activity (Passing Crossed or Uncrossed), the emphasis is
upon the ability to observe (powers of observation).

2. Success can only be achieved by giving attention to details.  The ability to deal
with details often separates the teams achieving acceptable results and those
achieving exceptional results.

Further Research: QS - p. 121
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NAME BY NAME

Description:  This game can be used to help group members get to know one
another’s names.  Start off asking each person to say their first name where everyone
can hear it.  Once this has taken place with each member, ask the group to arrange
themselves in a circle alphabetically by first name only without speaking, signing or
gesturing (visually indicating letters), no showing ID cards, etc.  Helpful pointing and
repositioning is allowed.  Once the group has formed the circle that ends Round One. 
Take a test to listen and see if everyone is positioned accordingly.  If not, allow the
group to make the appropriate corrections.  That will end Round Two as well as this
activity.  The challenge is to form an alphabetical circle in as few rounds as possible.

Equipment: None

Application:

1. Information retention- This games focuses upon the individual team member’s
ability to hear information once (names) and retain that information.

2. Communication - This tests the team’s ability to work through the problem-
solving process without being able to communicate verbally.

Further Research: QS - p. 124-125
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INITIATIVE
ACTIVITIES

The following activities are initiatives
designed to test team initiative and

problem-solving skills.  The goal of these
activities is to emphasize and reinforce

workshop principles
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IS THAT YOUR FINAL ANSWER?

Description:  Have everyone sit in a circle, with one person in the center.  A tennis ball
will be passed around the circle.  The person in the middle starts the action by closing
his/her eyes; the players in the circle begin passing the object around the circle at this
time.  When the person in the middle has a challenge question ready, he/she says
“Stop” and opens his/her eyes.  The person who is caught holding the object is the one
to whom the question is directed.  The center person now asks a question directly
related to the material being studied in the workshop.  The challenge is to answer the
question related to the material.  The persons being asked the question immediately
passes the ball around the circle to their right.  They must provide a correct answer
before the ball returns to them.  The group/team can be the “judge” of whether or not
the question is answered correctly (this provides a mental challenge to the group and
refreshes their memory through repetition).  The facilitator may simply ask after the
answer is given: “Team, is this correct?”  The group then arrives at a consensus as to
whether the answer is correct.  If it is correct, the person in the center remains in the
center.  If the answer is incorrect, the person giving the wrong answer switches places
with the person in the center of the circle. The person with the ball must immediately
pass the object to the person beside him/her on around the circle until it gets back to
person trying to answer the question.  The player answering must provide an answer
before the object returns to him/her.  If they cannot, that person switches places with
the person in the middle.  To prevent someone in the middle from asking a question
that is impossible to answer you can allow the CHALLENGE!  When the ball returns to
the person answering the question, they say, “I Challenge.”  Now the center person
must answer the question before the object has moved completely around the circle.  If
they cannot answer their own question they must stay in the circle.

Equipment: Tennis ball

Application: 
1. Repetition is good for retention of workshop material.
2. Subject knowledge is important for teams desiring to implement workshop

principles.
3. Being put “on the spot” challenges team members to give attention to workshop

details.
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RED-HANDED

Description:  This game involves swiftly passing objects around a circle.  The goal is to
get two objects at the same time in the lap of a player sitting beside you.  What you
don’t want is for two objects to arrive simultaneously in your lap.  Objects are distributed
around the circle and evenly spaced.  Objects can be passed to the right or left at the
discretion of the person holding it.  They may be passed only to the person next to you
and not skip a person nor may you throw the object across the circle.  At any time a
person may reverse the direction of an object that has been given them.  If a player
finds that both objects have arrived simultaneously in his lap, that person must emit a
loud noise to indicate that he/she has been caught red-handed.  Added challenge -
everyone close their eyes and begin the process once again.

Equipment: Two tennis balls

Application:
1. In Christian ministry, we often “overload” anyone willing to serve.  The goal of

good team balance is to make sure some team members do not get
overburdened while other have little or no responsibilities (distribution of
responsibilities)

2. Individual team members should make every effort to not become overwhelmed
with too many responsibilities.  It is the individual team member’s responsibility to
guard their time by not allowing themselves to become overworked.

3. This activity provides a good opportunity for team members to discuss how
persons fall into the overworked trap and how team leaders can take steps to
prevent this from happening.

Further Research: QS - p. 130-131
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COMMONALITIES

Description: Ask the group to arrange themselves into clusters of 2's, 3's, 6's, 8's or
whatever suits them.  Give each group a piece of paper and pen.  The task is to
generate a list of things that all members of a group have in common with one another
except for those things they could identify by looking at each other.  Ask the group to
come up with as many as possible in a couple of minutes.

Equipment: Paper and pen or pencil

Application:
1. Solid relationships are foundational for high-performance teams (BPMT).
2. Solid relationships are built as team members grow in their knowledge of each

other.
3. Team structure and performance are based upon interests and abilities.
4. Knowledge of team make-up is necessary if teams desire high-performance.

Further Research: QS - p. 76
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IT AIN’T ME BABE

Description: Ask people to randomly pick a partner.  Give them 5-10 minutes to
introduce themselves.  They may not speak to each other during this time.  Writing is
also not allowed.   You may allow pen and paper for drawing if you would like.  Players
need to communicate whatever they feel is important to their partners.  At the end,
players report to the group what they learned about their partners.  What adds a little
fun to the descriptions is to have each partner verbalize what they learned, and then
allow a brief time for a rebuttal and/or corrections from the person just described to
insure accuracy of the introduction.

Equipment: Paper and pen or pencil

Application:
The applications for this game are similar to those found in Commonalities found on
Page 21.

Further Research: QS - p. 80
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UP JENKINS

Description: Divide up we’ll say a group of 8 into two groups of 4.  Have each group sit
opposite each other at a table and face one another.  One group on one side of the
table is given a coin to pass back and forth to each other while their hands are under
the table.  The other group not passing then begins by saying “GO” at which point the
group with the coin starts the passing.  After a few seconds have passed, the non-
passing team then signals for the passing of the coin to stop by announcing, “STOP”. 
The team that is in possession of the coin then places their elbows on the table in front
of them with their palms closed.  The non-passing team then will count to three and at
that point the team with their elbows on the table then slam their hands down on the
table with their palms open.  The object is for the other team to work together to try and
find out whose hand the coin is under.  Each guess counts as a point.  After a particular
hand is chosen it is then removed from the table until the coin is discovered.  Once the
coin is discovered the teams switch roles.

Equipment: Coin 

Application:
1. Team success is often determined by their combined ability to recognize trends

and react to them.
2. Recognition of trends is dependent upon the team’s proficiency at recognizing

cultural or ministry trends by being alert.  Response to these trends determines
the team’s (ministry’s) success or failure.

Further Research: TT - p. 331
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WHO IS IT?

Description: Gather a group up into a circle.  Ask for a volunteer to leave the group
momentarily.  One person remaining in the group is then chosen as the leader.  That
person will then begin to lead the group in a series of motions, such as clapping hands. 
The person chosen to leave the group returns while the group is in progress of following
the leader’s motions.  The object of this game is the person who does not know who the
leader is to try and discover who it might be.  The leader should change motions
several times every minute.  Motions can be simple or complicated.  When the
volunteer correctly guesses who the leader is a new round begins with a new volunteer. 
One variation is to change leaders as the motions change.

Equipment: None

Application:
1. Ministry success is dependent upon teams (ministries) being able to recognize

leadership potential.
2. Address the steps in leadership development:

a. Recognize potential leaders
b. Recruit potential leaders
c. Train leaders
d. Deploy trained leaders

Further Research: TT - p. 333
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CLAP IMPULSE

Description: Ask your group to form a circle with each person about arms length apart. 
A leader will start the activity by turning to either his/her right or left and will attempt to
clap hands with that person at the same time.  Clapping hands meaning the clapping on
one’s own hands and not the other person.  Once this is done that person will then turn
in the direction the impulse is going and do the same with that person and so on around
the circle.  Try starting out slow and gradually progress to getting faster with the
proficiency of the group.

Equipment: None

Application:
1. Team success, leading to exceptional results, is based upon the team’s ability to

improve processes.  For this to take place, teams must often review (see the
game film) their performances and make necessary adjustments to achieve
success.

2. Improvement comes by addressing weakness and improving applications.
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BLANKET DROP

Description: Divide your group into two teams.  You will need two volunteers to not
participate in this activity.  The group will be divided with a sheet, tarp, blanket, etc.  Ask
each group to form a cluster on each side of the divider to where they cannot see the
other team.  Each team chooses a member to move to the divider quietly and to sit
facing it.  Two people will be in charge of holding up the divider.  At their command and
once people from both sides are in place they will drop the divider and the race is on to
see who can name the other’s name the quickest.  Whoever wins stays in the game for
their team and the other is then removed from the activity.  The team with the last
person still involved is the winner.

Equipment:  Tarp

Application:
1. Quick responses to situations in ministry are necessary for success.
2. Winning teams master the ability to respond quickly.

Further Research: AR - p. 28
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HUMAN KNOT

Description: Have a group of at least a dozen or less standing in one large circle to
reach across the circle and take the hands of two different persons, and then to unwind
this knotted mess, without letting go of hands, to create a single circle again.

Equipment: None

Application:
1. Teams in ministry are often called upon to deal with difficult problems (knots).
2. “Untangling” these “knots” is often difficult and demanding.
3. These knots may be the result of procedural (process) problems, relational

problems, or cultural trends.

Further Research: TT - p. 107
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MINE FIELD

Description: The mission of the group is to cross a fictional “mine field”.  The mine
field, approximately 2 x10 ft (rectangular shape) is outlined by rope or tape and is filled
with small plastic eggs.  Each member of the group is required to walk through the mine
field.  Once a player begins his/her journey through the mine field they are immediately
blinded until they cross successfully.  The group may only render verbal assistance to a
player as they are crossing.  Members in the mine field may speak and may also
physically assist other members in the mine field.  If a player in the mine field steps on
or touches an object, all group members are required to start the mission over.  The
mission starts over also if any part of the boundary is stepped on or over.  The group’s
mission is complete once all members have passed successfully through the mine field.

Equipment: At least 5 bandanas, rope or tape for marking the boundaries, and plastic
eggs for “mines.” (All materials are in the PAKit)

Application:
1. Communication - Good communication is necessary for success.  Too much or

not enough communication will cause difficulty in finding success. 
Communication must be clear and detailed.

2. Listening - Listening to advice from qualified persons can aid our success.  
Persons crossing the mine field must listen carefully.  Success is often preceded
by our willingness to listen to others.

3. Counsel - We find success by heeding the counsel of others.
4. Blind spots - Others are often able to see what we cannot see.
5. Failure is neither fatal or final - We can achieve as we process our failures and

improve our processes.
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HOG CALL

Description:  Ask the group to form a line.  Have them line up from oldest to youngest. 
Once this is done have the younger end of the line fold around and walk toward the
other end of the line so that the youngest ends up facing the oldest.  Each person
should have a face-to-face partner.  Explain that you would like each pair to share a
matching set of word(s) or sounds, i.e. Batman and Robin, peanut-butter, shoe-foot,
etc.  In addition each person should choose one of the words or sounds as theirs.  Ask
each pair to announce their word or sound to the group.  Then ask each member of the
pairs to walk to opposite ends of a gym or field and instruct them that once there, they
are to put on a blindfold.  The object of this initiative is to find their word or sound
partner by verbal means only since they are wearing blindfolds and cannot see.  Teach
the group before starting to keep their (bumpers up) hands up and palms forward in
order to not run into someone.  Assure everyone that you will prevent them from going
astray or running into something.  Once the pairs have linked up, ask them to remove
their blindfolds and share with one another with one another their names, where they
are from and why they came to camp.

Equipment: One bandana per participant.

Application:
1. Good communication is necessary for success.
2. Communication involves speaking and listening.
3. Diversity should not prevent cooperation.  Note: Younger and older are paired.

Further Research: SB - p. 98
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3-D MINE FIELD

Description:  Setup for this initiative includes marking out a rectangular area
approximately 6' wide by 20' long.  Once this has been done spread out various objects
within the area to serve as obstacles.  This variation to the Mine-Field initiative includes
hanging fairly soft objects overhead from nylon cord in order to increase the difficulty of
the traverse and also to reduce the predictability of the task.  Once a player has
stepped into the playing area he /she is blindfolded until stepping off the playing area. 
This player may not be touched by a participant outside of the playing area.  If an object
on the ground or overhead is touched the process starts.

Equipment: Marking tape or rope to signify boundaries, bandanas (one per
participant), plastic eggs (mines), and nylon cord to suspend objects overhead.

Application:
Same basic application as Mine Field on page 29.

Further Research: QS - p. 146
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BALLOON TROLLEYS

Description:  Blow up enough balloons so that you have one to fit between every
person if they stand in a single file line.  The challenge is to move the entire group
across an area without allowing any of the balloons to hit the floor.  You can increase
the difficulty by prohibiting people from hugging the players in front of them; in other
words, you have to move simultaneously but without being linked together physically.  A
balloon touching the floor or ground may result in: the group starting again, two people
who dropped the balloon having to go to the front or end of the line and replace the
balloon, the group having to figure out a method to pick up the balloon and reinsert it
where it was without losing any other balloon or all of the above.  You may include
obstacles in the space for group to negotiate around.

Equipment: One less balloon (10-12"in size) than members in group.

Application:
1. Cooperation - For teams to achieve success, they must be able to work together.
2. Success is achieved as the team sticks together.  Strong teams have solid

relationships.

Further Research: QS - p. 147
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KEYPUNCH (A.K.A. THE CALCULATOR)

Description:  With masking or duck tape, establish a 15'x30' rectangle on the  floor. 
Inside the rectangle, place the numbered poly spots (in the PAKit) and mix them up
within this area so that there is not a pattern as to how they are arranged.  The plan is
to have all the even numbers on one side of the rectangle and all the odd numbers on
the other side.  Also zig-zag the numbers up and down the rectangle.  When placing the
spots, put them more than one step inside the boundary.  Thirty feet from the end of the
rectangle, put down a length of tape or rope to designate a starting/finish line and to
mark the planning area.  The object is for a group of 10-20 people to solve the
requirements of a “computer debugging procedure.”  Establish a futuristic scenario that
involves a militant group of hackers who have injected a virus into the government’s
Socially Serious program. The group represents the government’s best chance to reject
the virus and save billions of dollars in computer debugging costs.  To achieve their
goal, this highly trained group of viral professionals must physically touch all 30 gym
spots in numbered sequence as quickly as possible.  The entire group starts and
finishes behind the start line.  The stopwatch starts as soon as the first person crosses
the line and stops as soon as the last person crosses back over the line.  Only one
person can be on the keyboard at a time.  If two people are found to be on the
keyboard or inside the boundary there is a glitch and a penalty is added to the overall
time.  If a number is touched out of sequence there is a penalty (determined by the
facilitator). Any part of the body can be used to touch the poly spot.  All planning must
occur behind the start line.  The group has either 30 minutes or five attempts (more if
the facilitator deems is worthy), whichever comes first.  A standard 10 second penalty is
good to use because of the ease of totaling it up.

Equipment: Marking tape or rope to designate the group’s starting point and rubber
gym (poly) spots numbered 1-20.

Application:
1. Process precedes productivity - The team must discover a process for solving

the problem.
2. Improvement comes through failure and assessment of the process.
3. Planning is necessary for success.

Further Research: QS - p. 167-168

, 
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MIRAGE

Description:  One participant is chosen from the group and is given a piece of paper
with a design on it.  That person must communicate the image to the rest of the group
so that the players can duplicate it on their own paper.  You may ask that people
concentrate on their own work, or you may say nothing and allow the group to
collaborate if they think it will help.  Version #1 - the leader can say anything, may make
no gestures, and must face away from the group.  Drawers may not speak or ask
questions.  Version #2 - the leader may only make gestures, no speaking.  Drawers
may ask as many questions as they want.  Version #3 - the leader may speak and
gesture.  Drawers may ask one question each.  Version #4 - the leader may speak and
gesture.  Drawers are divided into groups of three, each group to complete one
drawing.

Equipment: Pencils and paper.

Application:
1. Purpose and vision communication - Teams must be able to clearly

communicate the team’s vision to their constituents.  Failure to do so will result in
lack of “buying into” the vision.

2. Since verbal communication makes us only 10% of communication (BPMT),
other means of communication provide a more impressive form of transferring
the vision.

Further Research: QS - p. 174-175
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OBJECT RETRIEVAL OR TOXIC WASTE

Description:  The objective is to retrieve a “toxic” substance (crystals - actually tennis
balls!) from within a circular, toxic, no-touch zone, using only those props made
available (Toxic Waste materials provided in the PAKit).  The object is to retrieve the
toxic crystals (in one bucket) and transfer them to a second bucket some distance
away.  Two options are possible.  One is to have the team transfer the materials with
full use of sight (If time is limited).  The other facilitation method is to choose one or two
persons from the group as leaders.  Take them to a secluded area and explain their
role (leaders) and inform them that they must verbally lead their team (all blindfolded)
through verbal communication only, to transfer the materials.  The leaders may not
touch any member of the team while the team is being instructed or while the transfer is
being conducted.   No one may enter or make contact within the area outlined by the
circumference rope.  If ground contact is made, all progress stops, and the problem
begins again from the start.  If any of the toxic crystals (tennis balls) are spilled, a failure
is called and the team must start over.  One variation of facilitation is to count the
number of failures (touches), but allow the team to continue.  In most cases, a time limit
(this put added pressure on the team) should be set.

Equipment: Toxic Waste activity materials provided in the PAKit

Application:
1. Leadership - Success depends upon the leadership’s ability to clearly

communicate the activity’s (1) goal (2) Procedure (process) and (3) Obstacles
(problems the team faces.

2. Verbal communication - Skilled verbal communication (and detailed!) Is
necessary to complete this activity.

3. Team members must trust and have confidence in, their leadership.

Further Research: QS - p. 178-179
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CHOCOLATE RIVER OR STEPPING STONES 

Description:  The group is given one less prop (poly spot) than there are people.  Also
needed are two ropes or tape (masking or duct) for identifying the takeoff (Point A) and
the safe zone (Point B).  The props used for the activity are the poly spots provided in
your PAKit (also used in other activities such as Calculator/Key Pad).  People are
assembled at Point A given one prop less than their number and told to arrive safely
with the entire group at Point B before time runs out.  Anyone touching the ground
(floor) in between Point A and Point B must return as well as the group.  After crossing
Point A, the poly spots must maintain human, physical contact during the journey,
otherwise the prop “floats away”.  The length of the traverse should be designed so that
if the group laid out all their props across (approximately one large step apiece) it would
not reach.  This forces the team to use the props more than once during the traverse. 
When the team fails (touches the ground/floor), they must return and begin again.

Equipment: Poly spots in PAKit

Application:
1. Planning - This activity requires some advanced planning.  Observe whether or

not the team properly prepares (plans) prior to starting their journey.  Ministry
teams must properly prepare (plan) prior to attempting to solve their problems.

2. Concentration - The answer is in the details!  Teams must constantly concentrate
(and plan out) their every move or their equipment (poly spots) will be lost and
the activity goal cannot be reached.

3. Learning through failure - Exceptional teams learn from failure and build on it.

Further Research: QS - p. 186-188
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TRAFFIC JAM

Description:  To begin, one group stands on the places to the left of the middle poly
spot, the other group stands to the right.  Both groups face the middle unoccupied poly
spot.  The object of this problem is to have two groups of people exchange places on a
line of squares that has one more place than the number of people in both groups. 
Using the following moves, people on the left side must end up in the places on the
right side and vice versa.  Illegal moves: any move backwards, any move around
someone facing the same way you are; i.e. you are looking at their back, any move
which involves two persons moving at once.  Legal moves: a person may move into an
empty space in front of him/her, a person may move around a person who is facing him
into an empty space.

Equipment: Poly spots

Application:
1. Mental Processes - Team success is dependent upon the team’s ability to

mentally process problems and plan to succeed.
2. How did the team plan and process?  Look for flaws (let them verbalize them) in

their processes.
3. Planning - The key to this activity is planning ahead and knowing what your next

move must be.  Productive teams master the art of detailed planning. 
Successful teams are mindful of their next move.

Further Research: SB - p. 122
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BULL RING

Description:  The challenge is to carry a tennis ball (mounted on a pedestal) using a
metal ring with twine tied to it through a series of obstacles and place the ball onto a
second pedestal.

Equipment: Bull Ring kit provided in PAKit.

Further Research: T&T - p. 79-80
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EGGSELENT TEAMS

Description:  The challenge is to break into smaller groups by finding other group
members with similiar qualities, such as possessing a colored plastic eggs with similiar
sounding contents.  The facilitator should set this activity up prior to beginning.  The
facilitator must know how many participants (this will dictate how many groups to be
formed) are in the group.  Use a variety of color of eggs.  The teams will usually get
together by egg colors, but the goal of the activity is to get in groups according to what
is inside the eggs.  The facilitator should instruct the group to not open the eggs during
the activity.  The best way for the group to solve this problem is to shake their eggs and
determine by sound (the sound the contents make) who fits into their group.  The goal
here is to address the fact that we often evaluate potential team members by their
outward appearance (physical appearance, social status, or personality) rather than by
what’s inside (character).

Application:
1. It is what’s inside that counts!  Character should supercede outward

characteristics or abilities.
2. Discernment - We must often look beyond a person’s persona and determine

their hidden agenda (and character) if we are to properly place them in teams.
3. Where we fit (what team) is determined by inner qualities.
4. Diversity - Though we may differ (diversity) outwardly (skin color, physical

appearance), we are the same inwardly in Christ.

Equipment: Plastic eggs of various colors (provided in PAKit) with differing contents

Further Research: T&T - p. 99
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TURN OVER A NEW LEAF (MAGIC CARPET)

Description:  The Magic Carpet consists of a single tarp.  Two “carpets” (tarps) of
differing size are provided in the PAKit.  The object is turn over the Magic Carpet
without touching the ground surrounding the carpet.  Minimize risk by requiring all
members to be in contact with the tarp at all times.  If the size of the carpet is too big,
you may find that the group has discovered little challenge in turning it over.  If this be
the case, present them with the same challenge but this time reduce the amount of
space they can stand on.  If, as a facilitator, you simply want the activity to serve as an
illustration, use a larger tarp so that the activity is easier.  With larger groups, the
facilitator may choose to use two tarps (and watch them two groups to see if they
become competitive!).  This activity can be facilitated to make it easy or extremely
difficult.  In some cases, the more difficult procedure may bring out frustration and
expose team weaknesses.

Facilitation Idea: If your workshop addresses team goals, you may want to preface this
activity by having the team give you a list of their goals.  Write the goals on a sheet of
paper and duct tape it to the underside of the tarp (without their knowledge).  When
they turn over the tarp, they will find (achieve!) their goals.  If teams want to realize
their goals, they may have to turn over a new leaf!

Equipment: Tarp (or two if necessary) - Provided in the PAKit

Application:
1. Change - One definition of insanity is to continue doing the same things and

expect improved results.  Teams must “turn over a new leaf” (change the way
they do things) if they want to achieve success.

2. Hard work - It’s teamWORK not teamPLAY (BPMT).  This activity cannot be
completed without hard work.  Team goals cannot be achieved without the same.

Further Research: T&T - p. 125-126
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PIPELINE (MARBLE TUBES) 

Description: The team has been called upon to move several “atomic nuggets
(marbles) from one location (bucket) to another (bucket).  You’ll need at least one
Marble Tube section per participant, along with a few marbles, golf balls, and other
small rolling objects.  The challenge is relocate several marbles from Position A to
position B using only a set of tongs and the PVC tubes.  Participants that are holding a
marble in their segment of PVC tubing cannot move their feet.  Participants are not
allowed to keep marbles rolling out of tubes with hands (no marble (nugget) may be
touched by a participant at any time).  If the group drops a marble in the process the
group must start over from the beginning.  In principle, the distance should be set up in
a similiar fashion as in Chocolate River.
FACILITATION NOTE: To make the task more demanding, blindfold one or two of the
participants. 

Equipment: One set of tongs, one short piece of PVC tubing per person, marbles, for
an extra challenge add a golf ball or tennis ball to the material to be transported, two
small buckets, and two pieces of rope or marking tape to identify starting and ending
points.

Application:
1. Every team member contributing - Every team member brings something to the

table and has a responsibility to help the team achieve its goals (Level of
participation - BPMT).

2. Creativity - Teams can get creative with this activity.  Creativity is necessary for
team success in ministry.

Further Research: T&T - p. 128-129
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KNOW THE ROPES

Description: The objective is to have the group form certain shapes with a rope (nylon
cord) tied into a circle (about 25' of cord).  Lay the cord on the floor prior to bringing the
team into the room for facilitation.  Choose one person to be the leader.  Blindfold the
other members of the team.  The sighted leader will then guide the team into the room
and position them around the rope/cord.  The facilitator then whispers into the ear of
the leader the instructions for forming a design with the rope/cord.  The options are a
star, rectangle, square, etc.  The leader then verbally leads the group to form the design
with the rope. 

Equipment: One25' length of rope or cord tied to itself to form a circle.

Application:
The application here is the same as toxic retrieval.
1. Leadership - Success depends upon the leadership’s ability to clearly

communicate the activity’s (1) goal (2) Procedure (process) and (3) Obstacles
(problems the team faces.

2. Verbal communication - Skilled verbal communication (and detailed!) Is
necessary to complete this activity.

3. Team members must trust and have confidence in, their leadership.

Further Research: FZG - p. 156
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FALLING BACKWARD AND FORWARD

Description: The group is divided up into 3's.  One person will start out as being the
designated faller with the other two people facing him/her, one directly in front and one
in back.  The two are close enough to the faller so that when the falling begins the two
may catch the faller just as soon as he/she begins the fall forward or backward.  They
will then catch the person and gently push them in the opposite direction.  The faller is
positioned in the middle of two with his/her intertwined and placed against the chest
and is asked to keep eyes closed while in the middle.  To start the activity the faller will
call out “Spotters Ready?” and the two others will respond with “Ready”.  After this
exchange the faller will then call out “Falling” and the two will respond with “Fall On”. 
Once the person in the middle has fallen a few times then rotate until each member has
had a turn to fall.  Those spotting should stand in such a way that one foot is place
behind them and out to the side slightly with knees bent and with their arms up and
palms facing the person falling.

Equipment: None

Application:
1. Trust - “Falling” team members have to trust their teammates to be there for

them and provide support when needed.  Exceptional teams, with solid
relationships, are built upon trust.

2. Responsibility - Team members are responsible for supporting their teammates. 
This is provided by acceptance, respect, and love.

Further Research: AR - p. 72
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LINE-UP

Description:  The group is blindfolded with bandanas, placed in a circle, and a number
is tapped into each member's hand (beginning with one and going through as many
persons as there are in the group).  Without seeing or talking, the group is instructed to
get into a line with each person in their proper place according to number
(ascending/descending order).  The group is to also get into a straight line.

Equipment:  A bandana for each member of the group.

NOTE: This is a good activity for recognizing leadership within the group.  The activity
can be done successfully only if someone (or some few) take control and organize the
team and bring them to order.  This is usually done by tapping numbers into palms of
the hands (an idea they get from their facilitator's practice) for communication. 
Observation of the team in action will reveal leaders within the group.  Others will have
a tendency to "shut down" under stress.  Too many leaders seeking to organize the
group will tend to bring confusion to the process.

Application:  There are two key words that describe this game:  leadership and 
communication.  Leadership is mentioned because it is difficult (if not impossible) for
the team to get in order if no one assumes leadership (takes control) of the team.  A
leaderless team has a tendency to "flounder" and wander aimlessly.  Leadership is the
Key!  Another important aspect of this game is communication.  Communication is
quite difficult in "Line-up" due to the fact that the game initially eliminates the two most
common forms of communication - sight and speech.  The team must then devise a
way to overcome those two obstacles.  Team members also get to experience,
temporarily, the sensation of being blind and deaf.

Further Research:  AR - pp. 88-89.
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CIRCLE THE CIRCLE

Description:  The group stands in a circle holding hands.  The circle is broken at one
point so the loop (made of cord with ends tied together) can be inserted in the circle. 
The group must take the loop completely around the circle (taking their entire bodies
through the opening of the hoop) without breaking their grip.  The facilitator should time
the first attempt (how long it takes to go around the circle one time).  At the close of
this, the facilitator can announce their time and ask if they can do better.  At this point, it
is good for the facilitator to lead the group in setting a goal (number of minutes or
seconds).  The whole process in repeated until the group arrives at a desireable goal.  If
the first goal is reached, a second, third, or fourth may be attempted.  

Equipment:  One rope loop (In the PAKit)

NOTE:  The focus of this game is goalsetting.  The facilitator can lead the team to
determine how goals should be set, what determines an acceptable goal, setting new
goals when old ones have been reached, and how to make adjustments to reach goals.

Application:  Goal-setting is vitally important to those who would achieve success in
life.  These goals may deal with the physical, mental, spiritual, social, family, financial,
or other areas of our lives.  Goals are also important to teams desiring to arrive at
exceptional results.  Learning proper goal-setting technique (What goals are adequate? 
What kind of procedure should be followed in goal-setting?) is important.  This activity
helps a team learn some goal-setting principles.  The team will also experience some
exhiliration as they set and meet their goals.

Further Research: SB - p. 60.
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EGGSTRA EFFORT

Description:  The group (team) must cross a "bridge" that has been sabotaged by an
enemy pygmie tribe!  To add to the problem, group members stepping onto the bridge 
are mysteriously stricken blind.  To form the "bridge," mark out a 3' by 18' area on the
floor (using masking or duct tape).  Place 2-3 dozen plastic eggs throughout the space
(on the "bridge") as explosives.  When facilitation begins, explain that the bridge
crosses a deep ravine and the only way to pass is by the bridge.  When a member of
the group touches an egg, an "explosion" occurs resulting in group failure and all
persons must return to the starting point.  If a member of the group steps into the ravine
or over the line (over the edge of the bridge), it is a failure and the group must begin
again.  Facilitators may use certain tactics to disrupt the group (play the devil's
advocate) to disrupt communication while members are crossing the bridge.  The goal
is to get the entire group across the bridge to safety

Equipment: Masking or duct tape, plastic eggs, bandanas (for blindfolds)

NOTE:  This game focuses upon communication.  "Blind" persons crossing the bridge
must be given clear, detailed directions to avoid the "explosives."  Too many voices
giving directions results in confusion.  This game also tests the group's creativity in
finding ways to get their group across the bridge.

Application:  The main focus will be on communication and the confusion too many
voices can bring.  Clear cummunication (of vision, goals, procedures, etc.) is necessary
if the team hopes to achieve success.
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TRUST WALK

Description:  The team is blindfolded - with the exception of one leader who has been
chosen to lead the group on a trust walk.  The group is then led on a walk trusting their
leader to give them verbal communication for guidance. 

Equipment:  A bandana for each member of the group (to make a blindfold).  A path
for the walk should be chosen prior to the game.  It is suggested that the pre-chosen
leader be taken on a "tour" of the route in order to familiarize themselves with the
particulars of the game and route.  

NOTE:  This teaches trust and leadership.  The group must trust their leader to safely
guide them through the course and to their destination.  The guide (leader) must
demonstrate leadership and communication skills.

Application:  This activity is a grand illustration of trust as team members depend on
the communication of their leaders to guide them along safe and productive paths. 
Again, communication is important as clear and specific directions are important to
successful advancement.
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LEADERSHIP PUZZLE

Description:  The group is given a 100-piece picture puzzles to assemble as a team
project.  Puzzles have been divided into six sections (six team members per puzzle).

Equipment: Six 100-piece picture puzzles are provided in the PAKit.  This packet of
puzzles can be used to facilitate groups up to 40 persons

Focus:  The aim is to see how well the group processes the problem (project).  The
intent is to have the group divide the puzzle with each person taking a bag and
competing a section of the puzzle.  

FACILITATION:  It is suggested that only a brief introduction be given to the group
when assigning them the task of puzzle assembly.  The following is suggested:

1. Assemble the group for their activity announcing that their team's role will
be to solve a puzzle.

2. Place the puzzle (still in its zip-loc bag) before the group.  Do not open the
puzzle bag.  Let the group open the box and discover the nature of the
problem themselves.

3. Place a time limit on the group for puzzle completion.  It is suggested that
the limit be set at 20-25 minutes.

4. Observe the group in its assimilation of the problem,  use of group
dynamics, and inclusion of problem-solving techniques.   Make notes on
what you see and hear for future reference and debriefing.

5. Be ready to answer any questions the group or individual participants may
 have.  Although the facilitator should not give information/suggestions for
 solving the problem, answers to questions should be available. 

6. Periodically remind the group of the remaining time they have to complete
 their assignment.  Observe their reactions to being under the added

pressure of a deadline.
7. Stop the group when time has expired. 

Application:  The team's involvement in the mental/physical portion of solving the
puzzle is only a part of the total picture.  The debriefing (discussion and application) is
a very important element in the plan.  This debriefing time should include: (1) Time for
the group to make observations and applications (priority should initiatlly be given here)
and (2) Time for the facilitator to make observations, question the group to promote
contemplation and application, and make applications that the group has missed.  The
following material is a listing of applications of the Leadership Puzzle in the experiential
education environment.  This puzzle game is applicable to team-building and problem-
solving.  As you read these general observations, plan to make your own observations
to add to the list.

THE PUZZLE PICTURE - The picture on the cover of the puzzle box represents vision
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or the big picture.  Vision is an image of what we hope to accomplish in the end
("begin with the end in mind" - 7 Habits of Highly-Effective People by Stephen R.
Covey).  For any project, vision (the big picture) is what we trust the completed project
will "look" like.  It is this vision that serves us in the following manner:

1. Vision of the completed project - the ultimate goal.
2. It offers a point of reference for each individual and the team as a

 whole as they work toward success.
3. Like vision, the picture serves to inspire when individual and team

 task focus is distorted in some manner.  It serves to return the
focus to the central arena - task completion and vision realization

4. Although the individual team members may be working on
individual assignments (tasks), each one looks to the final team
effort (puzzle completion) as the ultimate success.  

RECLOSEABLE BAGS WITH PUZZLE PARTS - These represent the individual tasks
each team member is assigned (or accept through volunteering).  The big picture is
realized only as the individual members of the team complete their assigned tasks and
bring their part of the leadership puzzle to the "big picture."  In this application, every
team member has a share in team success.  How the team approaches the problem-
solving task may be enlightening.  Does the team talk about the problem
(identification)?  Is plan formulated (total team plan)?  What kind of leadership is
demonstrated?  How well does the group process information?  Is there order in the
planning process?  What team members assume leadership roles?  What kind (style) of
leadership do they demonstrate?  Is the entire team involved in the decision-making
(planning) process?

PUZZLE PIECES - Visualize the puzzle as the entire corporate team.  Each section of
the puzzle may represent departments within the total structure.  Those working their
assigned section represent the persons assigned the task of department (management)
heads.  The role of the manager (department head) is symbolized as the "head" works
his/her section of the puzzle to completion.  The puzzle pieces represent the individual
members of the department team.  Their unique design and coloring represent the
uniqueness of each individual on the team - bringing their talents, skills, and abilities to
the team.  The success of each department (team) head is dependent upon the skillful
placement of each person within the team.  This placement includes recognition of
skills, interests, and special abilities that "mark" each person for task assignment and
team placement.  Persons out of place will weaken the team and prevent it from
completion of its portion of the big picture.  No attempt to "force" a piece into the wrong
slot will be successful.  The manager who seeks to be successful must carefully study
each individual member of the management team to determine the particular
characteristics that will determine where that person fits into the total team.  As a
person seeking to find a certain piece of the puzzle for a certain slot, the manager must
be proficient at determining the characteristics of needed personnel for each
task/position.
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Further Applications:  One of the major things The Leadership Puzzle
demonstrates is the potential for achievement of the group in contrast to the efforts of
one individual.  The completion of this 100-piece puzzle would take one person a much
longer time to complete.  Most teams will complete the assignment in 15-20 minutes. 
This illustrates the old saying: "many hands make light work."  A skilled, well-organized
team is much more efficient and effective than one person in task completion. 
Recruiting skilled workers, placing them in task assignment according to their
gifts/abilities/interests, and delegation (task assignment) is vital to the success of any
leader.  The team concept applied to work projects and problem-solving situations can
enhance the completion of demanding tasks.
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THE TRIANGLE

Description: The group is divided into teams and given the assignment of determining
how to complete the triangle puzzle (leaving only one golf tee on the board).  Give each
team two or three triangle puzzles and explain the process for playing the game
(moving (jumping) tees and removing them).  Inform them that their goal is to complete
the puzzle with only one tee left.  They are to then write out directions for successful
completion.  When one team has completed the puzzle, the second step in facilitation
takes place.  Place a member of another team (one different from the “winning” team)
at a table facing away from the winning team (with a puzzle in front of them).  The
winning team is instructed to now verbally communicate their process for completion to
the person at the other table.

Equipment: Triangle puzzle packet (provided in PAKit)

Application:
1. Exceptional teams excel at problem-solving.
2. Defining proper team processes is hard work.
3. Communication: The process must be transferrable.  Teams must be able to

communicate their plan successfully in order for others to find the path to
success.
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CARD LINE-UP

Description: Group organizes itself in response to directions given by the facilitator. 
Groups are formed by the following: (1) Colors (2) Suits (spades, aces, clubs,
diamonds).  Have the group line up in numerical order (assign a number to the face
cards i.e. Jacks 11, Queens 12, kings 13, Kings 14, and Jokers 15).  Before distributing
the cards, instruct the group that they are not to look at their card, show their card to
another, or talk to the rest of the group once a card is chosen.  Once the activity begins,
there should be no talking and the participants should place his/her card on their
forehead with the card facing outward so that others may see their card.

Equipment: One deck of playing cards

Application: This game illustrates how team success is dependent upon each member
finding their place (role, etc.) on the team. As others see our card and recognize our
proper placement in the line-up, others also recognize our strengths - talents, spiritual
gifts, skills - that determine our proper placement on the team.  Just as each member
was dealt a card, we are “dealt” certain things at birth and at our spiritual birth that
determine our placement in the Body of Christ and on the teams we work on.  These
include our physical makeup, personality, spiritual gifts, and other characteristics.
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PUT YOUR CARDS ON THE TABLE

Description: This is a good activity for groups that appear to have underlying conflicts
or their conflicts have become evident through other workshop activities.  These
conflicts (disgruntled members, team issues, etc.) diminish the ability of the team to
arrive at its goals.  The facilitator begins the activity by announcing that the following
activity will help them verbalize their opinions about the team and its situation.  The
facilitator then invites the team to sit around a table and announces that this activity will
give them the opportunity to voice their concerns (griefs, problems) about the team. 
The facilitator should also tell the team that the game is called Put Your Cards on the
Table and refer to this saying as a verbal reference to teams/groups coming to a point
of airing their differences and grievances.  Deal each member three cards (they may
need more cards if the situation warrants it!) and choose a point (person) to begin.  Ask
the team to lay a card out on the table and air one problem they feel needs to be
addressed.  Go around the table and have the group air their disappointments and
problems.  The facilitator may ask the group to be respectful of others during this
exercise as it has the potential of damaging personal relationships within the team.  As
the problems are verbalized, they can be recorded on a flip-chart for review and
discussion.  The goal of this activity is to move the group to air problems and address
them in a healthy manner.

Equipment: One deck of playing cards

Application:  
1. Problems lurking below the surface hinder the working potential of teams.
2. Problems need to be addressed.  Team need to “put their cards on the table.”
3. If certain situations are ignored, the tend to grow and cause greater difficulty.
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SHOW ME THE MONEY

Description:  Divide the group into two teams.  The equipment used in this activity is a
jar containing a variety of coins (quarters, dimes, nickels, pennies).  Choose one team
to go first.  Give the team a pair of metal tongs and instruct them that their assignment
is to retrieve as much money as possible (money will be counted at the end of each try)
from the jar.  Only one coin can be retrieved at a time.  Give the first team one to two
minutes to retrieve coins.  At the end of the attempt, count the amount of money
retrieved and record it.  Give the second team an opportunity to retrieve coins and
count their “take.”  Repeat the process giving each team an opportunity to try it again. 
Records the total taken in the two attempts and determine the winner.

Equipment: A jar of coins and one set of metal tongs

Application:
1. Priorities - Since the team is seeking to retrieve the most money, choosing the

more valuable coins (quarters) is important.  In life and ministry, our production is
determined by our choices.

2. Teams must determine their priorities and then focus on them.
3. Creativity - Some teams may choose creative methods (within the rules of the

activity!) to retrieve the coins and secure more results.  Creativity is a vital part of
teams being able to reach exceptional results.
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TITANIC

Description:  The movie Titanic captured the attention of millions as it relived the
drama of the ship’s sinking in the north Atlantic.  Movie goers were mesmerized by the
panicked passengers as they fought for their lives as the ship slowly sank in the icy
waters.  The game Titanic attempts to place team members in an activity setting that
requires some of the same techniques for “survival.”

Begin the game by placing the group/team on their “titanic” – a  tarp provided in your
PAKit.  Be sure to make the “ship” adequate for the group and large enough for
adjustment as the ship sinks!  The team is told that this is their sinking ship and they
cannot step off the “ship” into the surrounding icy waters.  If any part of human anatomy
touches the area outside the ship, a failure is called the group must begin again.  Place
the ship’s “lifeboat” (made from the smaller tarp folded to make it challenging). Place
poly spots (in your PAKit) differing distances (24" to 36") from each other (providing
some challenge!) The team’s goal is to get their “survivors” from the sinking ship to the
lifeboat without falling into the “water” (stepping off the tarps or poly spots) leading to
the lifeboat.   As the game proceeds, the ship is reduced in size (as it sinks!) by folding
the tarp  under to reduce the size of the ship.  The game can also be made more
challenging by periodically moving the lifeboats farther away from the ship (they are
drifting away in the current!). The object is to get the entire team off the ship and onto
the lifeboats before the ship sinks. 

NOTE:  Facilitators have the option of making this game more challenging by giving the
team/group a limited amount of time to get their team into the lifeboats.  The game can
also be made more challenging by physically limiting members of the team (blindfold
some team members, restrict use of arms/legs).

Equipment: Two tarps and poly spots (provided in your PAKit)

Application:
1. Teamwork and cooperation - In ministry, as in surviving a disaster at sea,

teamwork is necessary to accomplish the goal.
2. Urgency - As time expires, so do people - potential survivors become casualties. 

Our ministry efforts require and sense of urgency.
3. Leadership - “Leaders rise to the occasion in a crisis situation.”  As in a disaster,

leaders rise to the occasion to lead others to the desired goal.
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PAPER CLIP

Description: Ask the team to each take a piece of paper and pen and prepare to write. 
Prior to the activity, the facilitator should place a paper clip where each participant is
sitting (or hold up a paper clip for demonstration).  Instruct the team that you will instruct
them when to begin.  At your signal, they will have a time limit (30 seconds or one
minute) to write their uses for a common paper clip.  After the prescribed time has
expired, the facilitator asks if anyone listed at least 15 uses for the paper clip.  If no one
has 15, reduce the number and continue to process until it is determined who had the
most uses on their list.  Using a flip chart, list the uses from the person with the most on
the chart.  Once the list is complete, draw a line under the last one and then ask the
group to give their ideas that are not on the present list.  Add their suggestions to the
list on the flip chart. .

Equipment: One paper clip per person  

Application:
1. Collective IQ -The team will commonly list two or three times more ideas than the

one individual with the most on their list.  Teams become more productive when
they assimilate the ideas of everyone on the team.

2. Creativity - The common paper clip has many uses.  The key is having the
creativity to recognize and apply these ideas.
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HOUSE OF CARDS

Description: Divide the group into teams of four to six persons.  Give each team one-
half of a deck of cards (26).  Assign tem the task of building a structure that can
withstand the weight of a writing pen.  Only the cards issued may be used.  All cards
must be used in the process.

Equipment: Two to four decks of cards (included in the PAKit)

Application:
1. Creativity - The collective creativity of the team determines their ability to

produce a “structure” that will stand.  Our goal in ministry is to build structures
(churches, ministries) that are creative and relevant.

2. Testing - The real test is to find out if the structure can withstand the weight of
the pen.  Our ministry structures are tested through trials, disasters, and
challenges from the culture in which we minister.

3. What are we building?  Christian ministries must determine if they are building
buildings, programs, or a truly spiritual structure that is designed to bring people
to Christ and disciple them.
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PAKit ACTIVITIES INDEX - LISTED ALPHABETICALLY

Balloon Trolleys - Page 32
Blanket Drop - Page 27
Bull Ring - Page 38
Card Line-up - Page 52
Chocolate River (Stepping Stones) - Page 36
Circle-the-Circle - Page 45
Clap Impulse - Page 26
Commonalities - Page 22
Copy Cat - Page 14
Eggselent Teams - Page 39
Eggstra Effort - Page 46
Falling Backward and Forward - Page n43
FFEACH and MOOCH – Page 15
Hog Call - Page 30
House of Cards - Page 57
Human Knot - Page 28
Is That Your Final Answer? - Page 20
It Ain’t Me Babe - Page 23
Keypunch (Calculator) - Page 33
Know the Ropes - Page 42
Leadership Puzzle - Pages 48-50
Line-up - Page 44
Mine Field - Page 29
Mine Field (3D) - Page 31
Mirage - Page 34
Name by Name - Page 18
Object Retrieval (Toxic Waste) - Page 35
Paper Clip - Page 56
Passing Crossed or Uncrossed - Page 16
Pipeline (Marble Tubes) - Page 41
Put Your Cards on the Table - Page 53
Red Handed - Page 21
Show Me the Money - Page 54
The Last Detail - Page 17
Titanic - Page 55
Traffic Jam - Page 37
Transformer Tag - Page 12
The Triangle - Page 51
Trust Walk - Page 47
Turn Over a New Leaf (Magic Carpet) - Page 40
Up Jenkins - Page 24
Who is It? - Page 25
Zip-Zap-Zoom - Page 11
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PAKit  MATERIALS LIST

The following is a list of the packets and materials in your PAKit.  Please check your
materials to make sure all items are in the PAKit.

ACTIVITY PACKETS (Packets within the PAKit)

Toxic Waste Packet (2 buckets; Lines with carabiners, 6 tennis balls)
Pipeline (tubes and marbles)
Leadership Puzzles (6- 100-piece puzzles)
The Triangle (6 triangles in packet)
Show me the money (Jar; coins; tongs)
Paper Clip (Paper clips and note pads)

ITEMS (These are the materials used for a variety of activities)

1. Tennis balls (5)
2. Paper pads (2 - 5.5" x 8.5") (3)
3. Tarps (2 - 6' x 9'; 8' x 10')
4. Bandanas (24 - 12 blue; 12 red)
5. Masking tape (1" role)
6. Duct Tape (1 roll)
7. Plastic Eggs (32 - 4 colors/ 8 each))
8. Poly spots (20 - numbered 1 through 20)
9. Cord (2 - 25' sections)
10. Small nylon cord (for making cords for Toxic Waste)
11. Small nylon string (For making cords for Bull Ring)
12. Rope Loop (for circle-the-circle)
13. Marbles for Pipeline
14. Playing cards
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